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THE HOURGLASS
I come from a small town in west
Texas. The pace of life happens
to be somewhat slower than
it is here the Twin Cities--Quite a bit slower, actually.
When I go back for a visit, my wife and I notice the
difference right away. As a typical example, my family will set a time for an event, a dinner for example.
My wife and I will dutifully arrive at the agreed-upon
time and watch with amusement as the family trickles
in later--Sometimes much later. Okay, so my wife isn’t
usually amused by this, but I find it to be an interesting
phenomenon. They just seem to operate on a different
clock there.
Consider this: In 2010, physicists at the National Institute of Standards and Technology built a quantum logic clock that operates by confining individual
ions of aluminum and magnesium in a super-cooled
container. This clock is considered to be twice as accurate as NIST’s previous standard, a cesium fountain
atomic clock which they think loses only a second
every 3.4 billion years. Also in 2010, Femtolasers and
MBI Group, two European research firms, were able
to successfully measure an extremely short laser pulse
at 12 attoseconds. An attosecond is apparently what
you’d get if you had one quintillionth of a second. Put
another way, it takes 1,000,000,000,000,000,000 attoseconds to make one second.
Here is my point in bringing up all this stuff.
We have created instruments that can divide and measure time with astonishing accuracy from very large
spans to very small. Like my family in Texas though,
most of us experience time as a very fluid thing. We
feel the time differences in different activities. A flight
from New York to Los Angeles crammed in the back of
the plane next to a crying baby is not the same length
as the same flight asleep in First Class, even though the
clock says otherwise.
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As time goes by, I notice variations in my
internal clock’s speed. It has become something like
an accordion. My day is divided up into blocks: first
I dash through the morning to get out the door, then
I slog through traffic jams to get to work. Next, my
professional day is a microcosm for the larger day,
interspersed with deadlines and meetings, fast and slow.
Then I endure the slow quagmire back home, only to
rush to get as much time with my family as I can before
bedtime.
Even if my case is something of an extreme, I
think most of us adults experience something similar
to this. This accordion clock I run on tends to wear me
out. Even if I’ve had a good day, I’m exhausted by the
end. And this holds as true for the week as it does for
the day. If we run for too long on such a pace, it will
do some damage to us. I think we instinctively need a
vacation to slow down our clocks.
As Masons, we’ve been very busy over the first
part of the year, bringing in quite a few new candidates
and having some outstanding events. By the end of
our spring degree cycle, I think most of us are looking
forward to a little break. Our Lodge, like most Lodges
in the state, goes dark for the summer. It’s a little vacation.
As we prepare to enter the summer months, let’s
set aside some time to look back and remember the
good times and look ahead to the good times to come. I
know I plan on catching up on some reading and spending time with my family. Masonically, we still have
leisurely conversations at Ron Larson’s to look forward
to and also perhaps a nice game of golf at the annual
Lodge tournament. Of course, there will always be
ritual group meetings throughout the summer for you
restless souls. Get some rest: From the looks of things,
we’ll have another large candidate class to prepare for
this fall. Finally, remember to slow down and enjoy
life. Because no matter how you experience time, I’ve
yet to see an instrument that reverses it.
Joseph Amos, Senior Warden

Sign up now for the

Ancient Landmark
Golf Tournament

In the past months the Chapter has elected a new Chapter Sweetheart which is usually a young lady in Job's Daughters. She helps the Chapter with public business and acts as
a go-between with the local Job's daughters Bethels. In late
July we will have our conclave which is like Grand Lodge,
and the new state officers will be elected and installed. Greg
Pavola, who is a member of Lincoln chapter and residing
State Master Councilor, will have planned and run the event
with the assistance of the state advisors and staff. If you
wish to learn more about this great organization please feel
free to talk to me at anytime.
Fraternally, Rique Beslin

A beautiful Summer morning spent on lush fields of
grass is awaiting you at this year's Ancient Landmark
Golf tournament. Spend a morning with your Lodge
brothers chasing the elusive white ball over rolling
hills. Learn some colorful language as another ball is
lost to the woods or water. And, if you win you'll have
bragging rights for a full year!
This tournament will be played as a four-person
scramble. Included in the cost is nine holes of golf,
golf cart, prizes for longest drive, closest to the green
and others and lunch afterwards.
This year's tournament is at Goodrich Golf
Course in St. Paul located at 1820 North Van Dyke
Street, Maplewood, MN 55109. Goodrich is a gently
rolling course that is fun to play for all levels of golfer.

June 14, 2012
Dinner at 6:00 - Meeting at 7:00

Cost is $45.00 per person
Registration starts at 9:00 AM. First group tees off at
9:30 AM
RSVP through the web site www.ancientlandmark5.
com or email: rsvp@ancientlandmark5.com

Master Mason Degree
Ancient Landmark Lodge will confer the Master Mason Degree on Saturday June 9, 2012 beginning at 9:00 AM. This
is the culmination of months of work by our newest brethren. Please come out and show your support.
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The Greatest Secret

I never had much time for motivational speakers, seminars, books or controversial ideas. I do my best to avoid
them like snake oil peddlers with the plague. I live with the
simple thought that life isn’t a game to win, but an adventure we are trying to live. A friend, not long ago, asked me
about the connection between the Illuminati and Masons
made popular in Dan Brown’s books. He had brought to my
attention an interesting radio speech made in the 1950’s by
Earl Nightingale called the “Greatest Secret”. Using my vast
research resources of Google, I quickly found the YouTube
clip and began to listen. I must admit I was rolling my eyes,
looking at the time, thinking, “37 minutes of rah, rah, rah.
This better be good.”
But when I started listening, I became spellbound by
what I heard. It was not the usual; it was something quite
different, yet so familiar. About halfway through I hear,
“why would the Great Architect of the Universe build a stair
case to nowhere?” I think, “Wait. Is this guy a Mason?”
Later on, he speaks of “the key”--one more of those Masonic
catch phrases. He has to be. At least his speech motivated
me to do further research to determine if he was a Mason or
not. I haven’t found any evidence that he was, but I did find
a few other interesting folks who also traveled great distances, not the least of which was the Founder of the company I
have represented in business for most of my life. That alone
was worth my time and has now put GJ’s writings on my
short list of “must-reads.”
All of this makes me consider a more philosophical
thought surrounding our journey. I believe when we speak
of Masonry and of its progressive science, we could also
be including “The Key” Nightingale spoke of. The “key” is
expanded to include the control of our own minds, thoughts,
and actions through the pursuit of a worthy goal. We become what we think. Does Masonry not teach us to pursue
a worthy goal, to imagine ourselves doing something new,
to challenge us to change and venture beyond our comfort
zone? We can all find ways to apply this as Masons. Those
on the sidelines breaking free and employing your talents
in leadership roles you have never tried. Those of us who
struggle with memorization work, learning a process by
which it is done, finding the ability to lose our fears with the
support of our Brothers--by encouraging us to try things we
may have never done, let alone succeeded in. Do we not
strive to become more and more perfect in the work we do?
Do you not feel that you are a better man for reaching those
goals and all they encompass? Could it be the “Greatest
Secret” is Masonry and the breaking of the corners of rough
stones?
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Doug Kuchera, Secretary

BBQ
The Lodge Barbeque hosted by Boots and Ron Larson is approaching. It is taking place on Saturday July 21, 2012. Come any time
after 1p.m. and the grills will be fired up at 3pm. You have your
choice of steak or chicken. We will also have homemade onion
rings (these alone are worth the trip to Stillwater), French fries,
and donuts courtesy of Ron’s wonderful neighbors.
Please bring a dish to share, some silverware, and a lawn chair. If
you have a friend or relative that might be interested in Masonry,
this is a great opportunity to introduce them to your Lodge brethren in a fun, relaxed environment. There is no cost for the BBQ,
but we do need a head count and your choice of steak or chicken.
Please RSVP to rsvp@ancientlandmark5.com or through the
Lodge website by Friday, July 13, 2012. Or call the Lodge at 651222-2643.
Golf Tournament
This year’s lodge golf tournament will be held on Saturday, August
11th at Goodrich Golf Course in St. Paul. Registration begins at
9am and the first group tees off at 9:30am. Format is a 4-person
scramble. The cost for the event is $45 per person and includes
golf, cart, prizes, and lunch. Reserve your place today through the
RSVP page on the Lodge website.
2012 Lodge Calendar
(All events are at the St Paul Masonic Center unless specifically
stated otherwise)
Saturday, June 9th –
9:00am Third Degree
Thursday, June 14th –
6:00pm Stated Meeting
Saturday, July 21st –
Lodge BBQ
Saturday, August 11th – Lodge Golf Tournament
Thursday, September 13th – 6:00pm Stated Meeting & Grand
Master visit
Thursday, September 27th – 6:00pm First Degree
Thursday, October 11th –
6:00pm Stated Meeting &
Awards Night
Thursday, October 25th – 6:00pm Second Degree
Thursday, November 8th –
6:00pm Stated Meeting
Sunday, November 11th –
Veterans Day Luncheon
Saturday, December 1st – 9:00am Third Degree
Thursday, December 13th –
6:00pm Stated Meeting & Annual Election of Officers
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